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Abstract 
In some parts of the world, women have often been faced with 
marginalization. It is somewhat disheartening that certain roles and 
positions have been denied the women folk in the Church. This is not 
because women committed any evil or were created inferior but as a result 
of interpretation of some Pauline texts. 1 Timothy 2:12 is one of such texts 
that seem to prohibit the teaching roles of women in the Church. Some 
scholars are of the opinion that Paul forbids women only to teach in such 
a way as to hold authority in some form. Through the hermeneutical 
approach adopted in this study, it is discovered that other passages in Paul 
which clearly demonstrate his approval of women’s ministry of God’s 
word indicate that 1Timothy 2:9–15 cannot prohibit women’s ministry in 
all situations, but is limited to the situation in Ephesus and perhaps some 
other congregations facing similar crises in this period of the church’s 
history. The fact is that women were to learn but not by disrupting the 
whole assembly with unlearned questions. This text is not a blanket 
prohibition on women generally rather Paul is more concerned that order 
and propriety be preserved in the worship assembly. Women taking 
teaching roles in the Church should do it in humility and not usurping 
authority.  

 
Introduction 
One of the strongest bans against women’s participation in the church relates to the 
situation of women giving teaching. The instructions concerning this appear superficially 
very clear in I Timothy 2:12. Though scholars have done extensive exegetical work on the 
issues raised in this passage. Some of the issues raised by Tucker and Liefeld (1987) are: 
 

a. The issue of Paul’s reference to the order of creation. 
b. The question of Paul’s intent, that is, whether he intended this as a permanent 

universal command.  
c. Lastly, the semantic problem revolving around the words “teach” and “assume 

authority”  

In 1Timothy 2:8–15, Paul apparently addresses the proper decorum of men and women in 
prayer. Paul first addresses the men in the Ephesian churches, who are apparently 
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involved in conflict inappropriate for worshipers of God (1 Tim 2:8). Then, in a more 
lengthy passage, he turns to problems with the women in these congregations. According 
to Scholer (2016), women of the lower economic ranks in the East frequently covered their 
heads; but the urban congregations of Ephesus would have included women of higher 
social status, who would flaunt their status by the ornate ways they decorated their hair. 
To poorer women in the congregation, the wealthier women’s wardrobe represented both 
ostentation and potential seduction, so Paul rules against it, borrowing language common 
among moralists of his day. Keener (1992) posits that after calling on the women in the 
congregation to adorn themselves properly, Paul forbids them to “teach in such a way as 
to take authority” (“teach,” διδάσκω, and “take authority,” αὐθεντέω). 
 
a. The Meaning of αὐθεντεῖν 

One of the major issues raised in this passage is the meaning of authentein, translated 
“usurp authority” or “have authority”. The precise meaning of the Greek term here used 
for “take authority” has been questioned. Some scholars like Keener (1992) suggests that it 
means simply “have authority” and that the passage thus excludes women from exercising 
any authority in the church at all. Other scholars have shown that it is often used more 
strongly than that in this period, and may mean, “seize authority”. Osburn (1982) says it 
does not necessarily carry negative meaning. Knight (1984), who has made a thorough 
study of all the occurrences of αὐθεντέω in extant Greek literature, confirms the rendering 
“have authority” as the natural meaning. 
 
 Some Churches have barred women from ministry roles on the basis of this verb. Paul 
merely forbids women to grasp for authority overbearingly, in the same way he would 
have forbidden it to men. Still other scholars have appealed to other examples within the 
semantic range of the term to argue for meanings like “domineer in a murderous way” or 
“proclaim oneself originator.” Since some second-century Gnostics saw Eve as the 
originator of Man, 1Timothy could be refuting a gnostic myth.  
 
After a general statement which requests women to learn in quietness and all subjection 
(πάσῃ ὑποταγῇ), Paul then makes that aspect of subjection more explicit by a definite 
negative: “I permit no woman to teach or have authority over men, she is to keep silent” 
(v.12). That which is prohibited is teaching (διδάσκειν) and having dominion (αὐθεντεῖν).  
 
b. Paul’s Appeal for Women to Learn in Silence 

1 Timothy 2: 11-12 clearly forbids women to teach in some sense, although most scholars 
agree that it forbids women only to teach in such a way as to hold authority in some form. 
Keener (1992) says, probably it only forbids them to teach in a way that usurps authority, 
and so seeks to domineer, although this is not absolutely clear. In his own view, Knight 
(1957) posits, “the prohibition is not that a woman may not teach anyone (cf. Titus 2:3-4) 
but that within the Church she may not teach and have authority over a man (Andros)”  
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(p.30). Barrett (1963) suggests that this prohibition applies only to wives, not to women in 
general. It is true that the two Greek words used here for man and woman (ἀνήρ and γυνή) 
can designate not only man and woman in general but also husband and wife in particular. 
There is no evidence that the terms be restricted in the passage. Prohibition of the apostle 
has to do with maleness and femaleness, not just with the married relationship.  
 
Silence was an appropriate way to learn except when one had a thorough knowledge of 
the subject. The fact is that women were to learn but not by disrupting the whole assembly 
with unlearned questions. This could also be an admonition to stop talking and pay 
attention to what is being said. Keener (1992) argues that the word used here for “silence” 
normally refers to respectful attention or a quiet demeanor. The whole Church is exhorted 
to this kind of quiet lifestyle with the same word in this very context (2:2), demonstrating 
that Paul refers to a certain attitude. Paul’s reason for specifically addressing this 
admonition to the women is probably the same as his reason in 1 Corinthians 14:34-35; 
they were not yet taught. Thus women were not to teach disruptively or to teach in such a 
manner as to domineer over men.  
 
It is pertinent to ask: is Paul addressing a specific group of people who were untaught or 
was this a general principle applicable to all women at all times? Some scholars believe 
that Paul’s wording shows that this passage was meant only for a specific situation in 
Ephesus. Clues in the text indicate the following situation: male false teachers  have been 
introducing dangerous heresy into the Ephesian church, often beginning by gaining access 
to its women, who would normally have been difficult to teach because of their greater 
restriction to the domestic sphere (2 Tim 3:6–7). Because the women were still not well 
trained in the Scriptures, they were most susceptible to the false teachers and could 
provide a network through which the false teachers could disrupt other homes (1 Tim 5:13; 
cf. 1 Tim 3:11). Given Roman society’s perception of Christians as a subversive cult, false 
teaching that undermined Paul’s strategies for the church’s public witness (Eph 5–6) could 
not be permitted.  
 

Payne (1981) in his own perception contends that teaching was open to all believers in 
general.  However, House (2002) sees Payne’s view as a betrayal of a misunderstanding of 
the nature of teaching in the first-century church. Teaching in the first century, he opines 
involved more than conveyance of information. (Possibly this was part of what Priscilla 
and Aquila did to Apollos; the verb is ἐξέθεντο from ἐκτίθημι, “to set forth or explain,” not 
διδάσκω, “to teach,” in Acts 18:26). Early Christian teaching, built on the Jewish model, 
involved more than imparting information or alternate views. Payne (1981) says, several 
lines of argument are used to substantiate this position. First, Paul’s use of ἐπιτρέπω in 
1Timothy 2:12 is to be interpreted as an opinion and as a temporary, localized injunction. 
Under different circumstances, women would be allowed to teach in the congregational 
meetings. It is argued that if Paul intended his instruction on this subject to be universal 
and permanent he would not have used the first person singular present active indicative. 
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The teacher gave his personal direction and exercised authority over the learner. The 
teacher expected the student to accept his teaching. Also the authority the teacher had over 
the learner came from a relationship of the two. Teachers were either heads of communities 
or masters who took in disciples. According to Clark (1980), the teaching was accompanied 
by correction of those who were not following the accepted teaching (cf. 1 Timothy 4:11; 
4:16–5:2; 2 Timothy 4:1–4; Titus 2:15; 3:8–11). Jungkuntz (1978) presents the correct 
perception on teaching in the New Testament. He comments that teaching is not the 
conveyance of information but was an expression of authority: “It was a governing 
function which took place within a committed relationship of headship and submission 
and which was accompanied by the correction of individuals who were not following the 
accepted ‘teaching’” (p.18). Consequently the teaching of doctrine in Christian 
congregations is reserved for men, to whom God has given authority to represent Him in 
spiritual matters dealing with leadership. 

 

Paul emphasized the importance of the prohibition on teaching by putting it in the 
emphatic position in verse 12.  Moo (1980) posits that some have understood διδασκει ̂ν as 
taking ἄνδρας along with αὐθεντει ̂ν, but this is unnecessary, even if grammatically 
possible. Women simply are not allowed to teach, for that would give them authority over 
men in the congregation. The explanation alleviates any problem with teaching females. 
Elsewhere Paul allowed older women to teach younger women (Titus 2:3), presumably in 
private. 

 
Keener (1992) however notes, “the present indicative verb in the clause, ‘I do not permit a 
woman to teach’ is contrasted with the more forceful command that follows, ‘let her learn’ 
”. The first clause forbidding a woman to teach is taken as situational and conditioned in 
contrast to the second clause, ordering her to learn, while some readers take it as a 
universal injunction. The reason for the prohibition on women to teach follows in verses 
13 and 14: “For it was Adam who was first created, and then Eve. And it was not Adam 
who was deceived, but the woman being quite deceived, fell into transgression. This means 
that the one formed first is to have dominion, the one formed after is to be in subjection 
says Knight (1977). 
 
On the contrary, Keener (1992) posits that the Genesis account, taken on its own terms, 
does not subordinate Eve because she was created second which makes her an equal part 
of Adam. Her creation was necessary for him to be complete. He further interprets the 
Hebrew phrase “helper suitable for him”, as is well known to denote a role of strength, 
“helper” usually refers to God in the Hebrew Bible, and “suitable” may mean 
“corresponding to”  or “equal to” so that the woman is not viewed as a superior helper 
like God, nor like the animals. There is a possibility that Paul is drawing an analogy 
between the easily deceived woman in Ephesus and Eve. It is far more likely that Paul 
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instead uses Eve to illustrate the plight of the particular women he addresses in Ephesus, 
who are easily deceived because they are untrained 

Paul again provides a short-range solution and a long-range solution. Keener (1992) posits 
that the short-range solution is: They should not take ruling positions as teachers in the 
church. The long-range solution is: Let them learn. It is probably no coincidence that the 
one passage in the Bible prohibiting women teaching Scripture appears in the one set of 
letters where we explicitly know that false teachers were targeting and working through 
women. Paul’s letters to Timothy in Ephesus provide a glimpse of the situation: false 
teachers (1Timothy 1:6, 7, 19, 20; 6:3—5; 2 Timothy 2:17) were misleading the women (2 
Timothy 3:6, 7). These women were probably (and especially) some widows who owned 
houses the false teachers could use for their meetings.  One of the Greek terms here 
indicates spreading nonsense. According to Fee (1988), women were the most susceptible 
to false teaching only because they had been granted the least education. This behavior 
was bound to bring reproach on the church from a hostile society that was already 
convinced. Christians subverted the traditional roles of women and slaves. So Paul 
provided a short-range solution: "Do not teach" (under the present circumstances); and a 
long-range solution: "Let them learn" (1Timothy 2:11). This is to say that lack of educational 
opportunities prevented women from achieving the level of competence demanded of the 
Christian teacher. Again, though, while Jewish women were not normally educated, many  
opportunities were available to Greek women; the Stoics believed in educating men and 
women equally. Swidler (1972) says that in Hellenistic Egypt there were more women than 
men who could sign their names. 

Scanzoni and Hardesty (1974) ask, “Could Paul have prohibited women from teaching 
because of their involvement in the heresy at Ephesus?” (p.37). Two observations suggest 
not. First, there is nothing in the Pastorals to indicate that women were any more 
susceptible to the false teaching than were men; the two texts which mention women in 
this connection (1 Tim 3:14–15; 2 Tim 3:6) must be balanced against those that relate to all 
or to men in particular (1 Tim 1:10, 2 Tim 2:17–18). Second, even if women were particularly 
prone to the views of the heretics, nothing suggests that they were teaching it. 

Barnett (1989) in an article on Wives and Women’s Ministry (1 Timothy 2:11-15) investigates 
Paul’s instructions about women’s ministry in 1 Timothy 2:11–15 and comes to somewhat 
traditional conclusions (a woman is not to serve as the principal teacher in a congregation), 
but along the way he advances fresh insights, interacts critically, and provides a clear 
survey of the main exegetical issues. Several of the valuable points Barnett (1989) makes 
are these: 

 

1. Attempts to argue that the restrictions in the text were intended to apply only to 
particular problems in the Ephesian church are not well founded. 
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2. Evidence in the New Testament and wider historical sources demonstrates the presence 
of wealthy, educated, influential women in Greco-Roman society of the first century. 
Conversion of numbers of these women required Paul (and Peter in 1 Pet 3) to instruct 
them on how they should relate to their husbands in the home and the church. Both 
apostles exhort them and other women to be submissive, an instruction that in their case 
calls them to go counter to their social position rather than reinforcing the cultural status 
quo, as some allege the apostles have done. 

3. This passage restricts women from official teaching functions in the congregation 
because of the authority over men which such a role would entail. But this does not keep 
a woman from ministering to women in a wide variety of ways or from various pastoral 
duties in a team-ministry under male leadership. 

 
Again, Paul affirms their ability to learn, and he proposes educating them as a long-range 
solution to the current problem. Scanzoni and Hardesty (1974) say that for women to learn 
“quietly and submissively” may again reflect their witness within society. This also 
characterizes the desired behavior of the whole church. That Paul addresses these 
admonitions to the women rather than to the men is as determined by the social situation 
as his admonition to the men to stop disputing; he hardly wanted the women to dispute, 
but addressed only those involved in the problem. 
 
Conclusion 

Paul says that women will be saved through child bearing. This is a relief from part of the 
curse from which believers will not be completely free until they share fully in the 
resurrection life of the second Adam, Christ. Those who should teach others ought to learn. 
Therefore unlearned women should keep quiet to avoid teaching others heresy. Other 
passages in Paul which clearly demonstrate his approval of women’s ministry of God’s 
word  indicate that 1Timothy 2:9–15 cannot prohibit women’s ministry in all situations, 
but is limited to the situation in Ephesus and perhaps some other congregations facing 
similar crises in this period of the church’s history. If the surface meaning is taken as 
applying to women in all places for all time, this passage becomes the only text in the whole 
Bible which would definitely appear to forbid women from teaching or leading in a 
congregation. As such it appears contrary to practice in the New Testament church and 
contrary to other parts of Paul’s teaching. The eminent New Testament scholar, Oscar 
Cullman, quoted by Malcom (2000) reminds us: ‘the fountain head of all false Biblical 
interpretation and all heresy is invariably the isolation and absolutising of one single 
passage” (p.23).  
 
This in essence implies that the Church should not build her doctrine on obscure passages. 
When difficulties such as this exist, Christians have a duty not to interpret the disputed 
passage so that it conflicts with Paul’s numerous positive statements about women and 
their ministry. To be true to the text, Paul had his reasons for enjoining women not to teach 
but to learn. The ministry of teaching should be entrusted to those who are learned. Paul 
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does not prohibit the regular teaching of received Scriptural doctrine but teaching which 
is given as if the teacher had ‘supreme authority’. Scanzoni and Hardesty (1975) express 
their intolerance of women’s subordination in strong terms: 
 

Today we stand at the crossroads. As Christians we can no longer dodge 
the “woman problem.” To argue that women are equal in creation but 
subordinate in function is no more defensible than “separate but equal” 
schools for the races. The church must either be consistent with the 
theology it sometimes espouses and oppose all forms of women’s 
emancipation—including education, political participation, and vocations 
outside the home—or it must face up to the concrete implications of a 
gospel which liberates women as well as men. To argue that women 
should have political and vocational freedom in the secular world while 
declaring that they should be subordinate in marriage and silent in church 
is to stand the gospel on its head. The church must deal with its attitudes 
and practices in regard to women. To fail to come to grips with this issue 
is to fail both God and the world we profess to serve in his name (p.205). 
 

One way to deal with this problem is to resort to the principle of “accommodation.” 
Mollenkott (1976), for example, says that “the Bible was not in error to record Paul’s 
thought process,” (p.22) but she then explains that the reason Paul wrote what he did was 
to accommodate himself to Rabbinic culture. Many biblical feminists fear that if they admit 
that some of Paul’s arguments undergirding female submission reflect his rabbinical 
training and human limitations, the admission will undercut the authority of scriptures 
and the doctrine of divine inspiration. Mollenkott (1976) therefore laments that things have 
come to a bad pass when we have to avoid seeing certain things in scripture (or avoid 
admitting that we see them) in order to preserve our preconceived notions about 
inspiration. Women, therefore, like men, are prohibited from teaching outside the 
recognized authority, but conversely, their right to teach under authority, if God gives 
them this gift, must be allowed. 
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